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Details of Visit:

Author: Severin
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: 27/07/01 10am
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 90
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.shellyorks.co.uk/
Phone: 07516368662

The Premises:

Clean hotel room - hotel part of a well-known chain just outside the city.

The Lady:

Shelly is quite stunning in every respect. She's tall, even without heels, beautiful and has the best
body I've ever had the pleasure of. Long slender legs, perfect breasts, tight tummy and a very, very
nice bottom. Everything in it's right place ;)

The Story:

We had a quick drink and chat when I arrived and Shelly started to kiss me on the end of the bed.
After a couple of minutes we undressed, Shelly peeling off her short dress to reveal black bra and
knickers. The bra came off to reveal her gorgeous breasts. Shelly's body is very striking - you could
stare at her for hours, but understandibly i wanted to move on ;)

We hugged and kissed and I lay on the bed with Shelly on top, more kissing (she really loves the
kissing). She then moved down my body and gave me a fantastic BJ(w/o) before grabbing a
condom and riding me. Warning, it's hard to keep control when Shelly's fit body is grinding down on
you and she's snogging you at the same time!

After this I went down on Shelly - tastes wonderful - then spun round for some more, with Shelly
playing with my balls.

By this time, time was moving on so after some brief missionary and (which I'm bad at, so gave up
;) ) Shelly rode me again all the way to one of the best orgasms I've had in a long time.

There are lots of things that stand out about Shelly:
1. The great body.
2. The kissing - she loves it! Makes for a much more satisfying experience.
3. Oral - the whole hour was interspersed with plenty of oral, something she says she enjoys and
which I'm not going to argue with ;)
4. Personality. If it wasn't for the money you wouldn't have the slightest feeling that you were with
an escort. Definitely the most natural feeling, eager to please escort I've ever met.
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To sum up, Shelly is an exceptional woman who I have no hesitation in recommending. Go treat
yourself.
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